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Reading Intervention for
High-Risk First-Graders

First-grade students at highest risk
receive daily, intensive, one-on-one
reading lessons. After 30 to 40 hours

of instruction, they never need
remediation again.

hildren who do not learn to
read by the end of first grade
will fail to achieve in almost all

other areas of the school curriculum.
Reading failure causes children an
immense loss of self-esteem during
school years, and their need for
additional schooling and remedial
service makes them expensive educa-
tional liabilities. Moreover, an individ-
ual who leaves school as a nonreader
continues to be a social liability,
lacking the basic skills needed for
self-support and for making an
economic contribution to society. The
Ohio Departmeni of Education has
begun a collaborative program with
local school districts and teacher-
training institutions to support reading
instruction for first-grade students at
highest risk of becoming nonreaders.
Ohio is the first in the United States
to implement statewide the New
Zealand Reading Recovery program
developed by Marie Clay, an educa-
tional psychologist at the University of
Auckland.

The Reading Recovery
Approach
Early in the first grade, Reading
Recovery identifies pupils at risk of

In Readmg Recoey, dhe ld can choose uat famnilar books to read, ua to write about, and failing and uses intensive instruction
uich strategy to erploy on unfamiiar urd to catch them up to the average or

above-average level of their class-
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Duing the second segmen of the Reading Recaey leon, the daild rawi yeays rnew bot wuhile the eaer awt a nrmngb rcrd

mates. The early intervention program
stresses the need to intervene before
children's poor habits become diffi-
cult to change and block future
learning.

Capitalizing on the specific tech-
niques that good readers use natu-
rally, Reading Recovery teachers pro-
vide intensive one-on-one instruction
for 30 minutes daily. Children practice
reading and rereading many easy
books with interesting stories in
natural language. They also write
sentences and stories, learning to hear
sounds in words and gradually to spell
them correctly. Most important, chil-
dren develop independent reading
strategies that enable them to learn at
an average level in their regular
classroom.

Longitudinal research using this
method with thousands of children

has demonstrated startling results
unduplicated in the typical school
remedial reading program (Clay
1985). After an average of 15 to 20
weeks, or 30 to 40 hours of
instruction, 90 percent of the children
whose pretest scores were in the
lowest 20 percent of their class catch
up to the average of their class or
above and never need remediation
again. In the pilot research conducted
in the Columbus School District
during .the 1984-85 school year,
Reading Recovery children not only
made greater gains than the other
high-risk children who received no
help, but they also made greater gains
than the children who needed no help
(Huck and Pinnell 1985). The ex-
panded program, which included
children from 18 different urban,
suburban, and rural geographic

"Reading Recovery
children not only
made greater gains
than the other high-
risk children who
received no help, but
they also made
greater gains than
the children who
needed no help."
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regins of the ste ing the 1905-86
sicol yr, yewotned si-milr resuts. A

owiv-p udy c the children in the
original Cobus group cfired that
they maintained their gains (Pinnell
1986)

atd -ihe

Readitg P ecery teachers must caom
plete a oiar tuinig course equiv-
alen to nine quater hours of gradute
credit with an especially trained 'hadier
leader, who thereaer ats a liaison
between the training site and the

cipati sctool dirct The 3bher
a visits Raing Rewaery teachers

and prides hiomaion and nvice
sessions about the approach at the
building or distria level AUll ader
leaders, inducding uniersy professors
or district supervisors, continue to work

as thbe ord on tbe letter board After tbe cbild reads tbe senence wi way n his book, te teaher
asks, Doa it makesense'"
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with children to expand their under-
standing of the model through direct
experience.

Districts release eachers from class
room duties for two hours daily to work
individually with Reading Recovery
children. The districts pay the cost of the
pemanent substitute or team teacher,
and state funds cover the cost of training
and materials. Districts have involved
staff in the protect in four ways. A district
may:

1. assign two full-time teachers to one
first-grade classroom; one or both
become Reading Recovery teachers for
two hours a day;

2. train a Chapter 1 teacher as the
Reading Recovery teacher; the teacher
uses two hours of Chapter 1 time for
Reading Recovery;

3. create a Reading Recovery team of
a Chapter 1 teacher and a first-grade
teacher; or

4. employ a part-time teacher or
full-time floating teacher to substitute for
the first-grade teacher during the
Reading Recovery period

The permanent substitute or team-
teacher approach ensures continuity for
the first-grade children and alleviates the
concern some principals felt about the
classroom teacher being away for part
of each day

Children are selected on the basis of
Diagnostic Survey test results and
conferences with classroom teachers
(Clay 1979). From the Iowest 20 percent
of the first-grade classes, the Reading
Recovery teacher selects four children.
The rest wait until places become

__~~~

d teaher ue d n to

Chld and Hadw urfe uarms and Usten avqCu y at ffieir "de

available when original studes mnR
or no longer need individual help.
Reading Recovy does not replace the
children's classroom reading nirtion,
and they do not receive additional
reading support services

Readig Revery Icm
The first ten iessoi--calld RnPming In
the Known-allow the teacher to
observe the child's reading and writng
skill 'tachers present no new maerial
during these sesiors althugh dldnre
may learn spontaneously. The teacher
models fluent and expessive reading to
and with the children, and the children
read many easy books to develop
fluency. Childr also write their own
"books" using natural language; they
write down known sounds, and the
teacher fills in the unknown symbols
This process helps children apply
problem-soving strategies and to prac-
tice with books they have written
themselves. They begin to adopt
strategies of fluent readers: using
sentence structure to predict meani,
using picture dues, and relating symbols
to sounds to recall a forgotten word.

As children reread enjoyable but easy
material, they gain confidence. After
three lessons, one child said, "I told my
teacher I could read!" These early
sessions also build rapport between
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Talking About Reading
The Reading Recovery teacher listens as the child begins by rereading easy
books. The teacher suggests, "Read it with your finger."

"Now it came out right," the child replies, "I had enough words for each
time I pointed."

The teacher offers no assistance as the child rereads the book they worked
on together during the previous lesson. They continue with the lesson until
the child, puzzled, stops.

"That didn't make any sense," the child observes, repeating the beginning
of the sentence, taking another look. Then, after a moment, the child reflects
aloud, "Oh, it's away. That makes sense."

A little later, the child shakes her head and seems uncertain. The teacher
asks, '"Why did you stop?"

"I don't remember that word."
"What word would make sense there?"
"Bike. But this word is longer. It's got to be bike. Ohl It's bicyde!"
By asking questions, the teacher helps the child correct her own errors. The

teacher does not ask the child to "sound out the word" as this interrupts
meaning processing. The teacher does not tell the word to the child, a
procedure that tends to keep the child dependent upon the adult.

Thus for visual and meaning cues, the teacher asks, "Does it make sense?"
For visual cues: "Does that look right?" For letter or sound cues: "What would
you expect to see or hear?" And for structure or grammar cues: "Can we say it
that way?"

-Mary Boehnlein
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teacher and child, aeatig bonds that
enable the child to "risk" problem
soving with more difficut material Now
the Reading Recovery program can
begin

Reading Recovery lessons follow a
specific sequence and have one dear
gol: ts acewrme Abe cdbrvs IAing at
a fEm nte lhm I te eamig in abe
cdawom. Wihout accleraed learning
the child would never catch up to or
exceed classmates. Therefore, daily
lessons are one-on-one, 30 minutes of
imense work for both teacher and pupil

become independent however, the
pupil rmst do the real work of reading

The teacher's role is to help the child
organize the details about letters, print,
and ord, efinnatig conafions that
stand in the way of getting meaning from
prim No manual or printed sequence
of lessons gives the teacher a plan to
follow. The teacher builds each child's
program individually, observing each
child's daily performance and making
or-fthespot decisions about the lesson
content.

lessons follow a specific sequence
designed to help children become
independent readers. Children:

ereread several small books for
fluency and to reinforce new skills;

reread yesterday's new book, while
the teacher records the child's oral
reading;

identify letters, using movable plastic
letters on a magnetic board;

ewrite a self-composed sentence or
story in a composition book and learn
to hear and write the sounds in words;

cut up a duplicate of the sentence
or story, rearrange it, and self-correct it
using the composition book model;

*encounter a new book focusing on
the text and meaning while the teacher
encourages the use of prediction and
other strategies; and

oattempt to read the new book
independently.

Children transfer out of Reading
Recovery when they can continue
learning in the cassroom, monitor their
own reading, and correct self-etected
errors. Their release is based on a group
decision by the Reading Recovery
teacher, the classroom teacher, and the

'aher Leader. Anther trained Reading
Recovery teacher or Teacher Leader
administers post-tests to assure an
obective evaatimn

Techniques of Good Readers

Reading Recovery teachers provide intensive one-on-one instruction for 30
minutes daily. They help children acquire specific strategies that research
shows good readers use.

Thus children learn to:
* control directional movement, left to right and top to bottom;
* use book language and develop memory for text;
* get meaning from structure;
* self-correct nonsensical errors; and
* cross-check confusions or errors using meaning and visual and auditory

cues.
-Mary Boehnlein

Tad TrarT in g child's reading behavior and the
An intensive inservice program prepares teacher's responses. This clinical coach-
Reading Recovery teachers to under- ing experience, guided by the especially
stand reading theory and current trained TAcher Leader, enables teachers
instructional methods, to be sensitive to master diagnostic techniques and
observers of reading and writing, and to teaching strategies that will improve
accommodate individual learners' needs. their instruction. The program en
During the one-year training period, courages parents, the school administrat-
teachers begin working with children or, and classroom teachers to observe
Several times during the year, teachers the program, as enlightened supporters
instruct a child behind one-way glass close to the child can help ensure the
while the rest of the group analyzes the child's success.
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The Oho Moddel
The dissemination of Reading Rcery
in Ohio results from a collaboration
between the state department of
education, public schools, and selected
teacher training institutions, including
Ashland College, Cleveland State Uni-
versity, Miami University, and Wright
State University. The Ohio State Uni-
versity trains the eacher Leaders who,
in turn, train Reading Recovery teachers
at the district level. Assisted by Marie
Clay, originator of the program, the
1984-85 pilot program trained 21
teachers, seven of whom went on to
receive acher eader's Waining each-
ers training teachers is a principle at the
heart of this program.

Funding from the Ohio State Legisla-
ture enabled the program to expand
statewide in 1985-86, and to train 18
additional Tacher Leaders The depart-
ment of education's long-range goal is
to make Reading Recovery training
available to all first-grade teachers and
to serve 15 percent of the state's
first-graders The state-funded program
will continue for two years with renewal
of state funding likely for two more
years.

As a result of Reading Relovery, teachers
have grown in ability to describe and
diagnose children's reading behavior
(Pinell 1986). During the second year of
the project, about 90 percent of Reading
Recovery children have moved from low
to average reading levels for their
classrooms. Results have been remark-
able. Prior to the program, teachers
doubted many of these children would
pass to the second grade Comparison
children, on the other hand, scored well
below the mean scores of the class.

While the program needs additisal
evaluation, it is obvious that intervention
is more cost-effecive than remediatio
This statewide collaboration of insti-
tutions and teachers promises to deliver
a workable model to other education
agencies looking for effective ways to
combat illiteracy.O

Am For more informaion abot Ohio's
Reading Revery Program cam Gay S.
Pinnell, Reading Recovery Office, 200
Ramseyer Hall, 29 W. Woodruff Ave.,
Columbus, OH 43210-1177, or Nancy
Eberhart, Director of haservice Education,
The Ohio Departmner of Eicdation, 60 S
Front St., Columbus, OH 43215. The
preprion of this paper was supported, in
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THINXING THROUGH LEARNING STYLE

In her much acclaimed book, Learning and Teahig Style:
In Theory od Practce, Dr. Kathleen Butler enhances your
thinking about the issue of style from the perspective of the

Learning Gregorc Model as she empowers you to think from the
and viewpoint of learners' minds. In careful detail, she discusses:

Teaching Style Style theory* Teaching styles
* Learning styles

In Theory * Style Differentiated Instruction (SDI)
and Practice · Bloom's Taxonomy applied to style

* Level of thinking within each style
* Realistic applications for the classroom

Learning and Teacng Style In Theory and Practice,
helps every educator to be aware of thinking styles, to

AM A.urm Vr-. recognize critical and creative thinking unique to each style,
and to think from a style viewpoint in helping children meet
the curriculum and develop their own minds' strengths. You,
too, will tell your colleagues this book is must reading.

ISBN: 0-934481-02-4 0489-CM-1-11
281 pages, $24.95 plus $2.50 shipping.

Dr. Butler's text and other style materials are available from:
The Learner's Dimension, Box 6, Columbia, Ct 06237 (203)228-3786
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